
 Players may enter the Iceplex no earlier than 15 minutes before the start time of their on-ice

activity.

 Players must depart the Iceplex no later than 20 minutes after their on-ice activity concludes.

 No spectators are permitted to join players at the Iceplex at this time.

 Locker rooms will be permitted for team use, however the maximum occupancy of each locker

room must not exceed ten players.  Additional seating is available outside of all locker rooms

which acts as overflow changing space for teams that have over ten players on their roster. 

Masks must be worn by all players while in locker room, or in overflow changing areas.  

 Players are required to wear masks throughout the duration of their time at the facility, with

the sole exception being when they are on the ice. This means masks must be worn while on

the playing bench, only to be removed prior to taking the ice, and must be put back on after

returning to the playing bench. A team not properly following this rule may be penalized with a

minor penalty.

 Supplemental discipline from the League may be handed down for any players/teams not

abiding by the face mask rule.  All games will be monitored through LiveBarn for the purpose of

monitoring this policy. 

 Masks must be worn in the penalty box only if more than one player from a specific team are

penalized for overlapping times.

 Play that is stalled due to ‘pinning’ of player, or a congregation of players, will result in a

stoppage of play. The subsequent Start of Play will occur at the closest dot to the offending

team’s defensive zone (ie; team that caused stoppage of play).

 A game that ends regulation in a tie will be immediately followed by a five person rotational

shootout (ie: five different players from each team shoot).  If a game is tied after this shootout,

a one player sudden death shootout will immediately commence (ie: any one shooter is

permitted to shoot an unlimited number of times).

 Goaltenders are required to drop the puck in front of their respective crease after all

stoppages of play where they have frozen the puck.  The on-ice official will then pick the puck

up from the ice, instead of retrieving the puck from the goaltenders catching glove.

 Three traditional faceoffs will occur in each game, being the opening face-off of each period.

For these faceoffs, the centers must wear their masks and can pull them down immediately

after the faceoff has concluded. The wingers must separate themselves from one another by

two full stick lengths (ie; each player holds their stick out to mark proper separation).

 All other faceoffs that would normally occur will take place in a new ‘Start of Play’ format.

The Iceplex Adult Hockey League utilizes the USA Hockey rulebook for all league games—with a

few minor variations (see supporting document for detailed breakdown of all rule variations). 

Those rules will still be utilized with the following exceptions:

RULE BREAKDOWN

Gaiter style masks are the easiest type of mask to wear in this instance, as it is easily worn

over the face/neck, can be easily put back on after returning to the players bench, and easily

pulled down off the face prior to taking the ice. 


